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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

This document describes the new UPS models “SAFEPOWER-EVO PFC” designed by SIEL SpA – Trezzano 
Rosa (Milan) and made in Italy. 

The new UPS systems SAFEPOWER-EVO-PFC from 200kVA to 600kVA P.F.0,9 are designed with advanced 
technology full IGBT based that includes PFC on its input stage. All units have output transformer which 
offers an absolute protection of load in case of faults and a total galvanic separation of load from the 
battery of DC intermediate circuit. 

Based on the solution as above described this UPS family guarantees a very low input current THD (≤ 3%) 
and at the same time a power factor 1 .  

All UPS models include switches on input, reserve, output and maintenance bypass switch. Further this 
family of products can work either in single mode or in parallel . 
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2 STANDARDS 

UPS models  “SAFEPOWER-EVO PFC” meets the following Standard: 

Normative  

CEI EN62040-1 Uninterruptable Power System (UPS) 

Part 1: General and Safety Requirements for UPS   

 CEI EN62040-2: Uninterruptable Power System (UPS   

Part 2: Electromagnetic Compatibility Requirements (EMC)  

CEI EN62040-3: Uninterruptable Power System (UPS)  

Part 3: Method of Specifying  the performance and test requirements  

All equipments are designed and assembled based on Quality System that meets the Standard UNI EN ISO 
9001:2000 as stated by certification ITALCERT # 005SGQ02. 

European Directives  

LV 2006/95/EC  Low voltage directive  

 EMC 2004/108 /EC  Electromagnetic compatibility directive 
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3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION   

The UPSs described in this technical specification are the result of an advanced design and are 
manufactured fully with IGBTs converters . 

The UPS top function is to guarantee uninterruptable power supply continuity either with or without 
mains and the high quality of the output voltage and frequency for the most of critical loads.  

 

Double-conversion UPS offer the following characteristics : 

High power quality 

blackout protection 

Full noise rejection 

Full compatibility with all types of loads (linear and High Crest Factors) 

- To meet the needs of any installation, thanks to the large number of options available 

- To guarantee high efficiency in all load situations 

 

3.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION 

The equipments include the following units: 

- INPUT SWITCH (S1) suitable for disconnect rectifier from the power supply.  

- RECTIFIER FUSES (1) used for rectifier protection in case of a fault. 

- EMI FILTER (2, 7, 8) inserted on input, reserve and output are used for high frequency noise reduction 
within the limits defined by European Standard EN 62040-2.  

- IGBT BASED PWM CONTROLLED RECTIFIER/BATTERY CHARGER (3) converts the AC mains voltage into DC 
voltage and charges batteries. 

- IGBT BASED PWM CONTROLLED INVERTER (4) converts DC voltage into high quality AC voltage for supply 
critical loads.  

- TRANSFORMER (5) with electrostatic shield between primary and secondary windings are used for fully 
galvanic separation of the load from the battery DC current (10). 

- BATTERY (10) provides energy required to operate the inverter in case of AC mains failure (the battery 
switch (SB) must be included in the battery cabinet or battery premises). 

- STATIC SWITCH (6) transfers critical load to the reserve line in case of inverter overload or inverter 
failure.  

- OUTPUT SWITCH (S2) disconnects the load from the UPS. 

- BYPASS SWITCH (S4) disconnects static switch from reserve line.  

- FUSES (9) used for static switch protection in case of output short-circuit. 

- MAINTENANCE SWITCH (S3) used for connecting critical load to the mains in case of maintenance, when 
the UPS is isolated from all sources. The UPS configured for parallel applications the maintenance switch is 
not included in the unit and must be provided in an external maintenance cabinet . 
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3.2 Block diagram   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Legend:  

 

A      UPS 1        Fuse  

B      Ancillary Battery cabinet 2        EMI Filter 

S1    Input switch 3        Rectifier + Battery charger 

S2    Output switch 4        Inverter 

S3    Maintenance bypass  

        (not included for parallel configuration units) 

5        output transformer for galvanic separation between load and battery 

          

S4    Bypass switch 6        static switch  

SB    battery switch  7        EMI Filter  

IN1    Mains (Input) 8        EMI Filter  

IN2    Reserve (Bypass)  9        Fuse 

OUTPUT    10      Battery cabinet 
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4 OPERATION MODES 

All UPS models  SAFEPOWER EVO PFC, can be configured in the following operation modes: 

4.1 On-line mode  

The IGBT BASED AND PWM CONTROLLED rectifier converts the mains into a DC regulated voltage, charges 
batteries and maintains the charge. The digital control performs the operations for power factor 
correction and for the sinusoidal  waveform current  in phase with the input voltage. This mode of 
operation is very efficient and  produces very low harmonic current  near or below of 3% THD. 

The inverter (4) IGBT BASED AND PWM CONTROLLED is fed from the rectifier, performs a 3 phase 
sine waveform with very low distortion, stable frequency and amplitude through the output transformer 
(5) and  supplies critical loads . 

In case of mains fails or out of the tolerance, rectifier stops operations and batteries (10) provides energy 
for inverter operations until the mains returns in normal range.  

Static switch transfers critical load to the reserve line in case of inverter overload or inverter failure and 
transfer back load to the inverter as soon as the conditions are permitted.    

4.2 Off-line mode  

In this configuration the load is normally on reserve line(6). The off-line mode operation offers basic 
features like battery backup and hence the voltage quality applied to the load depends on the mains 
fluctuation within the range of the tolerance of the UPS. On the other hand  this operation mode increase 
the efficiency of the system, maintaining  losses low. 

In detail, the IGBT rectifier converts the mains into a DC regulated voltage, charges the batteries and 
maintains  the charge, while the IGBT-type inverter (4), is constantly in synchronism  with  the input 
voltage and ready to supply load. In case of input out of the range, load is immediately transferred 
without break by the static switch to the inverter.   

When voltage returns into the range of the reserve line, the load is transferred back in a very short time.  

The operation from on-line mode to off-line mode and vice-versa can be performed on field by service 
personnel.  
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4.3 Parallel systems 

In parallel operation, the output of all units are connected together. (in case of maintenance each UPS can 
be disconnected by means of the output switch S2). 

In this way the output power and also the reliability of system to the load can be increased.  In fact, with 
n. units paralleled, power can be achieved with respect to the rated kVA of a single unit (Pn);  
furthermore, redundancy increase reliability in the (n-1) configuration. When output load is equal to (n-1) 
Pn, 1 unit fails, the system is able to keep continuity of critical load. 

In order to coordinate the operation of several units paralleled, the UPS manages serial data by means of 
optical fibre cables. Maximum immunity is achieved against to electrical disturbances. 

The SIEL parallel configuration does not require electrical data. 

In parallel system, power is always perfectly shared among the units through a suitable output choke, 
even in the case of load supplied by reserve.  

In the event of an intentional or accidental stop of one of the UPS systems, the load is still supplied by the 
other units in parallel, provided this is allowed by the total load power. It is even possible, if the system is 
properly made to disconnect one UPS completely and if necessary replace it without interrupting load 
supply. 

In parallel system the off- line (interactive) operation mode is disabled .  

 

4.4 Power parallel mode 

Power parallel is meant the situation where all UPS units operate paralleled synchronized in order to 
supply all power needed for critical load. 

In this situation, in case of an inverter stops, the system transfers load to reserve because of the 
remaining inverters aren’t able to supply load. 

As Consequence, as soon as an inverter stops, the load is powered through the static switch from the 
reserve  until all the inverters are restored. 

In the event of  maintenance, UPS unit can be completely disconnected (disconnected from the mains, 
from the batteries and from parallel), or placed in test mode after disconnection from parallel, the 
remaining  UPS units continue to power the load from inverter or mains as described previously. 

E.g.: 4-UPS paralleled:  If a unit is completely disconnected (operation performed by trained personnel) 
and the load has been reduced the remaining 3 inverters can still work and the system can supplies power 
to the load through inverters. 

In case of outage of another inverter, the load is transferred to reserve. 

The complete disconnection of two UPS units always results in the load being powered from reserve 

The transfer of load either to reserve or to inverter is always possible in manual mode by  pushbuttons of 
LCD display local on front panel. In manual mode the operation is allowed only if the inverter is 
synchronized with the mains  

When the load is transferred to mains, after 15 sec and inverter OK, synch OK, the load is re-transferred  
to the inverter. 
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4.5 Redundancy parallel mode 

Redundancy parallel mode (also known as n+1 system) is meant the system where if an inverter fails,  the 
critical load keep going be supplied by the remaining inverters. The transfer of load to reserve occurs if 2 
units or fails. 

In the event, due to maintenance, of a UPS unit being completely disconnected (disconnected from the 
mains, from the batteries and from parallel) or placed in test mode after disconnection from parallel 
(contact Siel), the remaining UPS units continue to power the load from inverter or mains as described 
above. 

For example if in a 4-UPS parallel, a machine is completely disconnected (operation performed by trained 
personnel) it is imagined that the load can be powered in redundant mode by the 3 machines that are still 
working. 

 The complete disconnection of two or more UPS units always results in the load being powered from the 
mains (See table 10b). 

If the buttons I<>R and Return (Figure 4) are pressed together, we have the manual switchover of the 
system from inverter to mains and vice versa. 

If the inverters are not synchronised with the mains, manual switchover is prevented. 

If the load is switched under mains, after 15 sec., conditions permitting (inverter OK, synchronism OK), the 
load is again supplied from the inverter. 

 In the event of the "Forced" switch of an operating machine being operated (forced powering of load 
from mains), the entire system switches to mains and remains there in all cases .  

 To prevent accidental operation, access to this command is only possible by opening the door of the UPS 
unit (featuring a key). 

 The forced button must only be pressed when the machine is synchronised with the mains (green light on 
and synchronism signal OK) . 

As above can be summed up in the following reports: 

If: 

Nrid  is the redundancy number, whose values can be 0 and 1 (0= power parallel) 

Ni  is the number of units that can supply the load with the inverter 

NUPS  is the number of UPSs constituting the parallel 

so the rule for defining load powering is the following:  

if 

Ni  NUPS – Nrid 

so parallel powers the load from inverter. 

Otherwise  

Ni < NUPS – Nrid 

the parallel powers the load from mains. 

It should be noted that if NUPS is less than Nrid, Nrid is set equal to NUPS. 
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5 HMI AND LCD DISPLAY  

The HMI and LCD panel on the front of the equipment is shown in parag: 5.3 . 

The HMI includes an 80 characters liquid crystal display (LCD), and pushbuttons. 

During normal operation the status of unit is cyclically shown on display. 

Some of informations are repeated on the Functional diagram, where related LEDs light up to provide an 
overview at a glance of the operations. 

At the occurrence of some events the alarms are displayed on LCD and emitted in acoustic format. 

The acoustic alarm can be silenced by pushbutton.  

The text of messages concerning alarms are showed as follows: the alarm name appears in capital block 
letters on the top line of the display unit while the bottom line shows a text with a the operations to 
perform to reset alarm. 

 

A detailed description of the HMI panel functions is as below: 

 

 

 

5.1 EVENTS AND ALARMS DISPLAYED  

the HMI panel displays messages related to the operating status of the UPS, about every 5 seconds. 

When an alarm(s) occurs, the control logic gives a continuous beep and display the alarms in progress. 

The acoustic beep can be silenced by pushbutton on front panel, but alarms still will be displayed  .  

The following events and alarms are displayed on the LCD:  

Events  
RECTIFIER 

1) Rectifier on 

BATTERY 

2) Battery on float charge 

3) Battery on boost charge 

4) Battery voltage OK 

INVERTER 

5) Inverter on 

6) Inverter-reserve synchronised 

7) UPS Master (only when in parallel) 

STATIC SWITCH 

8) Load on inverter 

9) Reserve OK 

10) Load on reserve 
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Alarms 
RECTIFIER 

1) Rectifier off 

2) Rectifier locked 

3) Rectifier over temperature 

BATTERY 

4) Battery pre-alarm 

5) Wrong battery voltage 

6) Battery failure 

7) Battery Overheating 

8) Battery temperature probe fault 

INVERTER 

09)Inverter overload 

10) Phase R overcurrent 

11) Phase S overcurrent 

12) Phase T overcurrent 

13) Inverter over temperature 

14) Magnetic units overheating 

15) Output filter fault 

16) Inverter stopped 

17) Inverter output over voltage 

18) Inverter-Mains not synchronized 

STATIC SWITCH 

19) Switching blocked 

20) Static switch failure 

21) Stand-by not suitable 

COMPLETE UPS 

22) Emergency UPS activated  

23) Back feed protection 

24) Manual by-pass inserted  

25) No parallel data exchange  

26) Ambient overheating 

27) Strongly distorting load 

28) Preventive maintenance is suggested 

29) Preventive maintenance needed 

30) Missing isolation (option) 
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In normal operation (with no alarms),  the "UPS normal operation" message is displayed,  as well as 
measurements . 

 

5.2  DISPLAY FORCED MESSAGES 

during normal operation - described above - the display messages can be forced by operator to scroll and 
show and them more quickly. Messages displayed are related the events and/or alarms. It is possible: 

- By means of pushbuttons “2 or 3” together with key 1 as shown in Figure below it is possible to scroll 
messages forward and back. 

 

 

5.3  MEASUREMENTS  

With keys (2, 3, 4 as in figure) the following informations can be displayed in real time on the LCD panel: 

output voltage for all phases (Phase/Phase and Phase/Neutral) 

rectifier input voltage for all phases (Phase/Phase and Phase/Neutral) 

reserve voltage for all phases (Phase/Phase and Phase/Neutral) 

Output current for all phases  

Rectifier input current for all phases  

Apparent power, real power, power factor and crest factor of the output load 

output frequency 

Reserve frequency 

DC voltage, autonomy in % (percentage of residual time of battery discharge), battery current, battery 
temperature and max temperature reached by batteries 

Room temperature and max temperature achieved in the room. 
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6 SOFTWARE FOR COMUNICATION PROTOCOLS 

6.1 SERIAL COMMs  

firmware implements a communication protocol for interfacing PCs equipped with COMs ports RS 232 
interfaces . For dialogue with equipment is available on request a software that manages UPS 
alarms/events and measurements; the partner software of this dialogue can also drive all the functions 
included in the HMI front panel of the unit. 

Siel offers two software programs, which take advantage of all opportunities given by the communication 
protocol. These software are EDMS and OCSystem3,  for all possible control and HMI requirements. In 
detail, EDMS is compatible with almost all existing hardware platforms, whilst the OCSystem3 software 
offers possibilities for customer requests. 

For  properly operations, computers must have a standard EIA-RS232C connection and a monitor with 
VGA or higher resolution. 

Another option permits monitoring the UPS state and performing the shutdown of personal computers, 
servers and workstations linked to a LAN network. 

The option consists in additional hardware which on the one side connects to the UPS through a serial 
interface RS232C and permits network connections by means of an RJ45 connection. 

The protocols implemented on this hardware are HTML and SNMP. 

This implies that the status of the UPS can be configured and monitored through any web browser with 
Java and the shutdown can be managed of all the units connected to this network node. 

6.2 Standard Slot 

SNMP  board available with RJ45 terminal. 
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7 FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION 

The functional diagram on the front of the equipment  is shown in figure below. 

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM 

The functional diagram includes the following signalling lamps (LEDs): 

LED 1 - Rectifier on 

LED 2 - low battery pre-alarm 

LED 3 - Inverter on 

LED 4 - Load on inverter 

LED 5 - Reserve OK 

LED 6 - Load on reserve 

Led 7) maintenance By-pass on (Not provided in case of UPS paralleled) 
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8 BACK-FEED PROTECTION 

Connection 

This sensor must be fitted with a four-pole magnetothermal switch, provided by the customer, and 
connected in series to the backup supply of the UPS. 

When a failure on the static switch occurs, this device enables the release coil of the external switch (230 
VAC with enabled alarm), thus protecting personnel working on the system from potential risks. The UPS 
must be connected to the external switch by means of two 4 sqm terminals installed next to the 
sectioning elements. If required, the UPS can also be fitted with three additional terminals to connect the 
signals of the back-feed protection board. Said terminals correspond to a normally closed contact (NC), a 
common contact (C) and a normally open contact (NO) (the tripping of the sensor causes the relay to be 
"attracted"). 

Operation 

When the UPS is operated in ordinary mode, the green "R.E. POWER" LED lights on permanently. As soon 
as the sensor detects a return of power towards the mains, the red  “R.E. ALARM” lights and an acoustic 
warning is enabled, while the relay on the back-feed protection board releases the external switch 
upstream from the backup supply. To restart the UPS in ordinary mode, it is necessary to press “RESET 
R.E.” and reset the switch. 

WARNING 

Pressing “TEST R.E.” is equivalent to simulating a return of current tp the mains, which causes the external 
switch to be released. 

8.1 REMOTE SIGNALLING SYSTEMS 

All the signals exchanged with the UPS go through a customer interface board  

The customer interface board is equipped with terminals for the EPO circuit and for the battery 
temperature sensor (the latter on request). 

UPS status can be monitored using potential-free relay contacts. 

To monitor the conditions of these relays, there are two possibilities: 

- one DB9 box-type connector which monitors 4 of them   

- one terminal block which monitors all of them. 

For more details on the signals available on the DB9 connector and on the terminal boards, read the 
following paragraph (its omission does not prevent understanding the rest of the technical specification).  
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8.2 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE SIGNALS ON THE TERMINAL 
BOARDS 

The DB9 drawer connector (CN1) is used for connection to a personal computer, provided with special 
software, which can monitor the UPS status and control its switching off. 

Terminal blocks M1, M2 and M3 also supply further signals and alarms. 

Description of connector CN1 

- The CN1 connector is an isolated communication port showing clean contacts; these are normally used 
by various software applications dedicated to monitoring and controlling the UPS (for further details, 
contact SIEL S.p.A.). 

The closing of a contact is equivalent to the occurrence of the event. Upon request, it is possible to change 
connections to the various pins through J1 ... J6 jumpers. (In particular, you can order the connection kits 
to AS 400 and RISC 6000 computers.) 

It is possible to switch off the UPS by injecting a 10mA DC current coming in from pin 4 and going out from 
pin 6. 

Description of terminal boards M1, M2 and M3. 
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Terminal blocks M1, M2 and M3 are equipped with potential-free contacts (both normally open (NO) and 
normally closed (NC)) of the most important signals concerning the UPS. 

The alarms associated with relays RL1, RL2, RL3 and RL4 (Figure) are defined, while the ones associated 
with relays between RL5 and RL10 can be programmed by using DSW1 dip-switches. 

Description of DSW1 dip-switches . 

This board houses four DSW1 dip-switches which control the microcontroller assembled on the customer 
interface board. 

The four dip-switches have the following functions: 

1. – in 1111 condition (all on) all relays are simultaneously and permanently energised. 

2. – in 1110 condition (on, on, on, off) all data for the normal operation of relays are acquired (factory 
setting). 

3. - in 1101 condition (on-on-off-on) the meaning of relay 9 becomes “Mains switchover  Inverter 
blocked” 

4. - in 1100 condition (on-on-off-off) the meaning of relay 9 becomes the OR logic of all the alarms (to 
remote trigger a cumulative alarm) 

5. - All the other positions keep the relays released. 

Therefore, to enable the operation of the terminal block and of CN1 connector, the dip-switches must be 
set to position 2. 3 or 4. 

To verify operation of all the relays, and test the correctness of the connections made on the terminal 
board, place the dip-switches alternatively in positions 1 and 5 (for instance by alternately operating dip-
switch 1 while the others stay in on position). 

 

8.3 FIBER OPTIC FOR COMMs 

This board also includes three fibre optic connectors. 

Fibre optics are an ideal data transmission media and ensure data can be carried safely, even over long 
distances in environments with a high level of electrical interference (Industrial applications, close 
proximity to radio transmitters, signal cables cannot be separated from power cables in system   etc.). 

For more details about fibre optic transmission, read the following paragraph (its omission does not 
prevent understanding the rest of the technical specification). 

8.4 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF FIBRE OPTICS CONNECTIONS 

If data has to be sent further than the maximum distance (approximately 100m), Siel S.p.A. can provide 
special repeaters/amplifiers. 

The IC11 connector (central connector in Figure) is dedicated to interfacing with a remote dedicated 
mimic panel, which allows the display of the main parameters of the UPS on a small console, even without 
using a personal computer. 

Connectors IC8 and IC9 are used for connection through fibre optics to a personal computer, which has 
specific software installed that can graphically display all signals and measurements sent by UPS, keep an 
accurate history file of events, and control the UPS from the personal computer. 

When ordering this software, it is also necessary to purchase its fibre optics and the fibre optics/RS232 
converter (available from Siel S.p.A.), which must be installed in close proximity to the personal computer. 
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Through only one personal computer, where the OCSystem3 software is installed, it is possible to 
simultaneously monitor all UPSs paralleled. 

Customers wishing to use their own software to capture the signals and measurements provided by the 
UPS should send a written request to Siel S.p.A., who will then authorise and issue detailed specifications 
on the communication protocol. 

Also in this case, customers should remember to order the fibre optics/RS232 converter. 

The remote mimic panel and the personal computer monitoring software program can also be used 
simultaneously. 

The connection is made by simply inserting the optical fibre's mobile male connector in the female 
connectors on the board until they click together, which indicates that a proper connection has been 
made. 

The IC9 connector receives commands from the personal computer, whilst the IC8 connector transmits 
data to the personal computer. 

The following basic precautions must be taken when connecting and wiring the system: 

1 – Always match the colours of the mobile and fixed connectors to avoid confusing the receiver and 
transmitter with consequent transmission failure. 

2) Do not confuse the remote mimic panel connector (IC11) with the personal computer diagnosis 
connectors (IC8 and IC9). 

3 – When laying the fibre optics, avoid creating bends with radius below 10 cm; in such cases the 
reflection of light inside the fibre no longer occurs properly and communication could break down. 

If no mechanical damage was caused while bending the cable, the connection can be restored simply by 
making a "gentler" curve. 
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9 OPTIONS 
For each option, it is specified whether this can be housed in the existing structural work or whether an 
additional cabinet is required, whether this must be fitted in a container detached from the UPS, whether 
it is a software to be loaded on the computer or whether the possibility of fitting it on board the machine 
is only possible after ad hoc sizing. 

Attention must be given to the fact that the table envisages fitting one option at a time in the machine; in 
the event of several options being adopted, it will be necessary to check from time to time whether these 
can be housed inside the same cabinet and whether additional containers are required. 

9.1 1: EMI FILTERS 

All the SIEL UPS units comply with European EN 62040-2  standard on electromagnetic compatibility. 

Filters that comply with more stringent regulations are available on request. 

9.2 2: RESERVE/ MAINS ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS 

The UPS unit can be completed with a class H isolation transformer with electrostatic shield for reserve or 
mains. In this case the load remains totally isolated with respect to the input. 

By means of transformer, it is also possible to adapt UPS input voltage for non-standard values . 

 

9.3 3: REMOTE SWITCH AND OUTPUT ISOLATION SENSOR FOR IT 
SYSTEM 

The UPS unit can be equipped with an input remote switch and isolation sensor for controlling the system 
in IT during a mains power break. 

9.4 4: BACK-FEED PROTECTION WITH CIRCUIT BREAKER 

In case of static switch fault, the “Back-Feed Protection” circuit permits the activation of circuit breaker 
mounted in the UPS  by release coil in order to avoid any dangerous voltage on input/reserve  terminals. 

This option  may be also used to stop UPS operation.  

9.5 5: BACK-FEED PROTECTION WITH REMOTE CIRCUIT BRAKER 

In case of a static switch fault, this device opens a remote circuit breaker so as to avoid any hazard 
voltages for staff working on the plant. 

9.6 6: OUTPUT ISOLATION SENSOR FOR IT SYSTEM 

In the event of an isolation transformer being fitted at the UPS input, the system can be controlled in IT by 
fitting a special ground phase sensor for signalling first fault. 

9.7 7: OPERATION WITH GEN-SET AND WAIT TIME BEFORE RECTIFIER 
POWER WALK-IN 

In case of operation with a Gen-Set, an optional circuit can be supplied that limit power absorbed by the 
rectifier to such a value as not to overload the generator and at the same time prevent fast battery 
charge. 
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 It is also possible to set a wait time before rectifier start, when connected with several rectifiers in case of 
UPS units paralleled. 

9.8 8: BATTERY TEMPERATURE KIT. 

This Kit is necessary only if the UPS doesn’t  have batteries inside or uses different battery cabinets. 

This Kit send battery temperature data to the UPS in order to adjust recharging voltage level. This option 
can be used only if the battery cabinet is located close to the UPS. 

 

9.9 9: BATTERY CABINET TEMPERATURE KIT WITH FIBRE OPTICS 

By means of this kit, it is possible to communicate the battery temperature compartment data to the UPS 
unit, even if this is not close to the UPS. 

The transmitter located in the battery compartment must be powered with single-phase source 230 V AC. 
This source need to be uninterruptable because in the event of a power break, batteries shall not 
recharged. 

NOTE: Optical fibres must be ordered with these default lengths : 25-50-75 m.   

9.10  10: CUSTOMER INTERFACE BOARD WITH RS232 SERIAL PORT 

Besides the features set out in the section entitled Remote Signalling Systems , this board (Figure) also 
includes an additional DB9 connector (female) for data transmission through an RS232 port; 

The serial port is fully insulated from the UPS electronic circuitry and designed to interface with any 
computer with a RS232 port. 

The interconnection cable must be of the Null modem type, i.e. Terminals 2 and 3 must be switched (this 
cable can be provided by Siel S.p.A. on request). 

The baud rate equals 9600 Bit/sec; the baud rate can only be changed by contacting SIEL service. 

Siel provides special software which can graphically display all signals and measurements sent by the UPS, 
keep an accurate history file of events, and control the UPS from the personal computer. 

Customers wishing to use their own software to capture the signals and measurements provided by the 
UPS should send a written request to Siel S.p.A., who will then authorise and issue detailed specifications 
on the communication protocol. 

All signals provided through RS232 can also be obtained through fibre optics as previously described.   

 

9.11  11: REMOTE MIMIC PANEL  

The remote digital mimic panel is similar to the control panel provided on the SAFEPOWER series UPS.  

A fibre optic cable is used to connect the digital mimic panel and the control panel; unlike conventional 
cables, it provides signals with electrical and magnetic insulation, which have considerable advantages in 
terms of transmission safety and reliability. 

The digital mimic panel, like the control panel, includes an 80-character LCD display, a functional LED-
diagram and special control keys allow the operator to: 

- Silence the acoustic alarm 

- send events and alarms forward or backward 
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- Read UPS output voltages 

- Read UPS output currents and frequency 

- Read the voltage and current 

Unless otherwise controlled by the operator, the remote mimic panel cyclically displays messages related 
to the operational status of the main sections of the UPS.  

In the event of one or more alarms, the remote mimic panel issues a continuous acoustic alarm to alert 
the operator of a system malfunction and, through the display, immediately identifies the fault cause. 

 

9.12  12: OCSsystem  

This software has been developed by Siel to permit the control and management of the UPS units by 
means of a personal computer. Thanks to this software, up to 4 UPS units can be monitored, including of 
different powers. The OCSystem processing system centralises the data from each single machine relating 
to operating status, running conditions and faults occurring over time.  

The data from each UPS are conveyed via optic fibres directly to a computer (which need not necessarily 
be in the immediate vicinity of the UPS units). The computer processes and displays the status of each 
machine in real time and updates a historical file. 

This system is suitable for operation on Windows platforms and can be easily customised as regards 
language. 

The basic elements of the system are: 

- A board inside or outside the PC that receives the signals from the various optic fibres from the UPS units 
and transforms these into signals suitable for a RS232. 

- A software able to control the data of the controlled machines. 

9.13  13: SMS (Siel Monitoring Software)  

This software permits automatically switching off the computer in the event, due to a prolonged mains 
power break, of the batteries running low. 

The software can be used in a variety of operating systems. The display pages are in English. 

The basic elements of the system are: 

- A board inside or outside the PC that receives the signals from the various optic fibres from the UPS units 
and transforms these into signals suitable for a RS232. 

- A software able to control the data of the controlled machine. 

9.14  14: CONNECTION TO SNMP NETWORK 

This option permits monitoring the status of the UPS unit and performing shutdown of PC, server and 
workstation linked to a LAN network. 

The option consists in additional hardware which on the one hand links up to the UPS through a serial 
interface RS232C and permits network linkup by means of an RJ45 connection. 

The protocols implemented on this hardware are HTML and SNMP. 

This implies that the status of the UPS can be configured and monitored through any web browser with 
Java and the shutdown can be managed of all the machines linked to this network node. 
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9.15  15: TELEGLOBAL SERVICE  

By means of this option (remote-assistance apparatus) the UPS can be directly interlinked with the 
telephone line (specify whether ISDN), thus permitting the exchange of information between the Siel 
after-sales service and the machine under control. 

In case of an alarm, the unit automatically contacts the after-sales service. 

Furthermore, the UPS unit can be periodically interrogated by the after-sales service, at intervals to be 
defined when drawing up the contract, to unload the "historical" file of events. 

A report can also be periodically sent on the operating status of the unit.  

 

9.16  16: VOLTAGE ADAPTER AUTOTRANSFORMERS 

By means of this option, the input or output voltages can be adapted to non-standard values. 

According to the size of UPS or plant , this option is a special component that will be sized upon a 
customer request. 

9.17  17: UPS SET AS FREQUENCY CONVERTER 

By means of this option, the Siel UPS units can be set as frequency converters (input 50Hz-output 60Hz or 
vice versa).  

 

9.18  18: 2nd CUSTOMER INTERFACE BOARD 

By means of this option, the number of signals from the UPS can be increased.  

In particular: 

 The connector CN1 of this board is duplicated (see parag. “Detailed description of the signals available 
on connector CN1 and on terminal boards”) with the same signals. 

 The terminal boards M1, M2 and M3 are duplicated (by changing the position of the DipSwitch the set 
of signals can be changed on the additional board; e.g., the "OR" of the alarms can be added). 

 The optic fibre connector for the remote mimic panel is duplicated (in this way two remote mimic 
panels can be connected). 

 

9.19  19: 2nd RS232 interface 

By means of this option, the UPS unit can be equipped with a second serial port (on optic fibre or D 
connector – standard) with independent operation from the standard serial port. 

By means of this option, all the main UPS parameters can be accessed.  

 

9.20  20: Single battery for parallel operation 

In case of special plant considerations so requiring, a single battery can be used for several UPS units in 
parallel (max 4). By means of this option, the rectifiers share out the current in an active way and this 
flows both towards the battery and towards the inverters. 
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9.21  21: REMOTE SENSING CIRCUIT 

In the event of the load is connected to the UPS at a long distance  or by means of an external 
transformer, the UPS unit (or units in case of parallel system) can be equipped with a special circuit which, 
detects the voltage close to the load, so that the voltage of load remains constant. 

The signal to the UPS units is sent through optical fibres so to have large immunity. 

If  sensor fails, the UPS continues to work regularly, although it is no longer able to compensate the 
voltage supplied to the load. 

 

9.22  22: UPS VERSIONS WITHOUT SWITCHES  

If plants includes input, output and bypass switch cabinets, can be provided a version of Safepower-EVO-
PFC not featuring internal switches. 
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10 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS  

10.1  RECTIFIER INPUT  

 

Size kVA 200 250 300 400 500 600 

Nominal input votage 3Ph          (Note 1) Vca 400 400 400 400 400 400 

supply          3 phase whitout neutral        

Tolerance on voltage (Float charge):               

-    Pb Battery % -15 +15 -15 +15 -15 +15 -15 +15 -15 +15 -15 +15 

-    Sealed Pb Battery % -15 +15 -15 +15 -15 +15 -15 +15 -15 +15 -15 +15 

Tolerance on voltage (Without battery 
discharge) : % -20 -20 -20 -20 -20 -20 

Nominal frequency (Note 2) Hz 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Frequency range Hz 45÷65 45÷65 45÷65 45÷65 45÷65  45÷66 

Nominal input power @ 400V  and Battery on 
float 

kVA 192 240 287 383 482 574 

 Nominal curent @ Battery on float Aac 278 347 415 553 696 829 

 power factor @ 400, nominal load  cos ø 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Max input power @ Battery on recharge 

kVA 251 303 386 487 631 702 

Max input current @ 400V, battery on recharge 

Aac 363 438 558 703 911 1014 

Wait Time before Soft start (Option: selectable) s 
0,10, 
20 

0,10, 
20 

0,10, 
20 

0,10, 
20 

0,10, 
20 

0,10, 
20 

Soft start time s 10-30 10-30 10-30 10-30 10-30 10-30 

Efficiency % 97,8 97,8 97,9 98,0 98,0 98,0 

THD I @ nominal load % 3 3 3 3 3 3 

 

Note 1: 380Vac - 415Vac: Option 
Note 2: 60Hz: Option 
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10.2  RECTIFIER OUTPUT 

 SIZE kVA 200 250 300 400 500 600 

 Output Voltage (Stationary Battery)               

 - Float Vcc 793 793 793 793 793 793 

 - Boost Vcc 864 864 864 864 864 864 

Output Voltage (Sealed Battery)               

- Float Vcc 810 810 810 810 810 810 

Output Voltage (Without Battery discharge) 
- Nominal Vcc 720 720 720 720 720 720 

 DC Voltage Range Vcc 604-870 604-870 604-870 604-870 604-870 604-870 

 Voltage regulation in steady state condition for 
100% load variation and/or input voltage % ±1 ±1 ±1 ±1 ±1 ±1 

 Voltage ripple (Vrms/Vb x 100) % <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 

 Nominal current Acc 247 304 365 486 606 648 

 Max output rectifier current Acc 307 364 465 586 756 848 

Max battery charging current @ inverter full load Acc 60 60 100 100 150 200 

 Max battery charging current Acc 277 328 419 528 681 764 

Battery charging current range:               

- min Acc 5 10 10 10 30 30 

- max Acc 277 328 419 528 681 764 

Battery charging  method   Standard DIN41773 

 Maximun time to recharge battery (depending on 
battery capacity)   360,720,1440, 2880 min 
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10.3  BATTERY 

SIZE kVA 200 250 300 400 500 600 

Recommended N° of Pb cells N° 360 360 360 360 360 360 

 Nominal voltage Vcc 720 720 720 720 720 720 

 Float voltage Vcc 810 810 810 810 810 810 

 N° of Ni-Cd cells N° Contact SIEL 

End of descharge voltage (Pb Battery) Vcc 604 604 604 604 604 604 

End of descharge current Acc 315 387 465 619 774 834 

  

10.4  INVERTER INPUT 

SIZE kVA 200 250 300 400 500 600 

 Nominal voltage Vcc 810 810 810 810 810 810 

DC Voltage range Vcc 604-900 604-900 604-900 604-900 604-900 604-900 

Pre-alarm end discharge voltage Vcc 640 640 640 640 640 640 

DC current at nominal voltage Acc 235 289 347 462 577 617 

Max DC current at end discharge 
voltage Acc 315 387 465 619 774 834 
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10.5  INVERTER OUTPUT  

SIZE kVA 200 250 300 400 500 600 

Nominal Power @P.F. 0.9 
(Inductive) kVA 200 250 300 400 500 600 

Real power  KW 180 225 270 360 450 480 

Nominal Voltage  (Note 1) V 400 400 400 400 400 400 

supply   (Note 1) 3 phase + neutral) 

Setting range of output voltage % > ± 5 > ± 5 > ± 5 > ± 5 > ± 5 > ± 5 

Output Voltage Wave form  Sine wave 

THD @ Linear full Load % 
1Typ 

<2max 
1Typ 

<2max 
1Typ 

<2max 
1Typ 

<2max 
1Typ 

<2max 

1Typ 
<2max 

THD @ Non linear full Load  
(Note 3) % <4 <4 <4 <4 <4 <4 

Voltage stability in steady state 
condition for input DC variation 
and/or 100% load variation % <± 1 <± 1 <± 1 <± 1 <± 1 <± 1 

Voltage stability in dynamic 
condition for 100% load step 
variation % < ± 5 < ± 5 < ± 5 < ± 5 < ± 5 

< ± 5 

Recovery time   ±1% ms <20 <20 <20 <20 <20 <20 

Nominal output current @ 400Vac, 
0.9 P.F. A 289 361 434 578 722 867 

Overload @ 400Vac, 0.9 P.F. 

%Pn x 20’ 125 125 125 125 125 125 

%Pn x 90" 150 150 150 150 150 150 

3-Phase Short circuit current (<5s) 
(Note 2) % 180 180 180 180 180 

180 

1-Phase Short circuit current (<5s) 
(Note2) % 220 220 220 220 220 

220 

3-Phase Short circuit current (<5s)  
(Note 2) Aac 521 650 782 1041 1300 1561 

1-Phase Short circuit current (<5s) 
(Nota2) Aac 636 795 955 1272 1589 1908 

Voltage simmetry @ balanced load % <1 (0,5Typ) <1 (0,5Typ) <1 (0,5Typ) <1 (0,5Typ) <1 (0,5Typ) <1 (0,5Typ) 

Voltage simmetry @               

100% unbalanced load % <2 (1 Typ) <2 (1 Typ) <2 (1 Typ) <2 (1 Typ) <2 (1 Typ) <2 (1 Typ) 

Phase angle accuracy                

- balanced load 

 
120° ±1° 120° ±1° 120° ±1° 120° ±1° 120° ±1° 120° ±1° 

- 100% unbalanced load 

 
120° ±1° 120° ±1° 120° ±1° 120° ±1° 120° ±1° 120° ±1° 

Output frequency (Note1) Hz 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Output frequency precision:               

- free running (internal quarz 
oscillator) % ± 0,05 ± 0,05 ± 0,05 ± 0,05 ± 0,05 ± 0,05 

- sincronized to mains (selectable) % ±1 o ±4 ±1 o ±4 ±1 o ±4 ±1 o ±4 ±1 o ±4 ±1 o ±4 

- frequency slew-rate Hz/s 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,1 

Inverter efficiency @ full nominal 
load  (note 4) % 96,5 96,5 96,5 96,5 96,5 96,5 

Note1: Option: 380Vac, 415Vac, 60Hz 
     

Note2: In accordance with EN62040-1 (option  up to 10s) 
    

Note3: In accordance with EN62040-3 
      

Note4: with output transformer 
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10.6   STATIC SWITCH  

SIZE   200 250 300 400 500 600 

 Nominal Power kVA 200 250 300 400 500 600 

 Real Power KW 200 250 300 400 500 600 

 nominal current (400V) A 289 361 433 577 722 866 

Input/Output Voltage (Note1) V 400 400 400 400 400 400 

Acceptance range of Mains Voltage (low and high 
theresold are adjustable between 3% and 50%) % +10/-10 +10/-10 +10/-10 +10/-10 +10/-10 +10/-10 

Input/Output frequency (Note1) Hz 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Power Overload:               

- 30' %IN 150 150 150 150 150 150 

- 90s %IN 300 300 300 300 300 300 

- 5s %IN 500 500 500 500 500 500 

- 2s %IN 680 680 680 680 680 680 

- 1s %IN 700 700 700 700 700 700 

- 500ms %IN 800 800 800 800 800 800 

- 200ms %IN 900 900 900 900 900 900 

- 100ms %IN 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 

- 50ms %IN 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 

- 20ms %IN 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 

- 10ms %IN 1400 1400 1400 1400 1400 1400 

- 3ms %IN 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 

 Transfer time:               

- FROM INVERTER TO RESERVE 

 
            

a) inverter fault ms 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 

b) inverter overload or manual control ms 0 0 0 0 0 0 

- FROM RESERVE TO INVERTER               

  ms 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Efficiency @ full load % 99,6 99,6 99,6 99,6 99,6 99,6 

        Note 1: Option: 380Vac, 415Vac, 60Hz 
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10.7   UPS SYSTEM  

 

SIZE   200 250 300 400 500 600 

AC/AC Efficiency     
 

        

- 100% nominal load % 94,00 94,00 94,20 94,3 94,5 94,5 

-  75% nominal load % 94,05 94,05 94,25 94,5 94,7 94,7 

-  50% nominal load % 93,50 93,50 93,50 93,7 94 94 

-  25% nominal load % 92,00 92,00 92,20 92,5 92,8 92,8 

Maximum Heat dissipation @ Full Load kW 10,2 12,8 14,8 19,3 23,3 27,9 

Noise @ 1 metre as per ISO3746 dBA 60 70 70 70 78 78 

Air Flow m
3
/h 3200 3200 3200 10000 10000 10000 

Operating Temperature °C 0 ÷ 40 0 ÷ 40 0 ÷ 40 0 ÷ 40 0 ÷ 40 0 ÷ 40 

Storage Temperature °C -25 / 70 -25 / 70 -25 / 70 -25 / 70 -25 / 70 -25 / 70 

Maximum relative humidity (non condensing):               

(@ 40°C) % 95 95 95 95 95 95 

Elevation without derating m 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 

Elevation for storage m 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 

Power derating over 1000m each 100m % 1 

  

10.8  MECHANICAL DIMENSIONS   

SIZE   200 250 300 400 500 600 

 Mechanical Dimensions:               
-     Width 

mm 1100 1100 1500 1500 2x1350 2x1350 
  

          (Note2) (Note2) 

-     Depth mm 820 820 1000 1000 1000 1000 

-     Height mm 1950 1950 2000 2000 2000 2000 

Weight (note 1) kg 1400 1500 1850 2100 2900 3100 

Protection degree (Note 3)   IP20 IP20 IP20 IP20 IP20 IP20 

Colour (RAL scale)               

Frame RAL 7035 7035 7035 7035 7035 7035 

Panels RAL 7035 7035 7035 7035 7035 7035 

Note 1: battery cabinet not included  
Note 2: Double frame 
Note 3: IP31 option 
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10.9   OUTPUT POWER Vs POWER FACTOR   
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Pou [kVA]/Pou nom [kVA] 
200 - 600KVA 
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CABINETS UPS  200KVA ,  300 – 400KVA,  500KVA-600KVA  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: 
1: HMI Panel  
2: Mimic led diagram  
3: doors  


